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Abstract

This paper studies how elite purges affect local officials’ repression of mass protests

in authoritarian regimes. I propose a selective repression mechanism: local officials,

fearing purge, strengthen repression of more threatening protests while tolerating less

threatening ones so as to comply with the autocrat’s preference. Perception of purge

threat affects this choice. Using data on Chinese labor protests and two-way fixed

effect models that exploit temporal variation in purges across 327 Chinese cities,

from 2011 to 2018, I find purges increase the likelihood of local officials’ repression

of labor protests with more participants and those demanding social rights. Patron-

connected officials exercise intensified selective repression due to stronger perception

of purge threat.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Local officials in authoritarian regimes live in the shadow of two threats: bottom-up

unrests such as mass protests, civilian conflicts, and rebellions1 and threats from the

autocrats, who consolidate political control over subordinates via purging local offi-

cials,2 for example, Stalin’s Great Purge, Mao’s Cultural Revolution and contempo-

rary purges in Turkey and Xi’s China. (Acemoglu et al., 2008; Svolik, 2012; Bueno de

Mesquita and Smith, 2017). Then, what are the survival strategies of local officials

facing political threats from two directions? Existing studies on authoritarian insti-

tutions focus on autocrats’ strategies and regime institutional designs (De Mesquita

et al., 2005; Magaloni, 2006). Still, it is the local bureaucracy that conducts state

coercion toward the masses, comply with the autocrats’ policies. Therefore, it is vital

to understand the mechanism of state repressions in the perspective of local officials’

rationality. In this study, I particularly focus on how intra-elite purges affect local

1 In this study, I define bottom-up unrest as the conflicts between citizens and local officials due
to the tensions within state-society relations. I abstract it as mass protests. Local officials here
are subnational leaders including city-level heads, governors, etc. who are under the supervision of
autocrats.

2 I define a purge as the irregular removal of an official from power by this official’s supervisor,
for crushing factionalism or upholding some version of ideological purity, and coup-proofing.
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repressive violence.

I argue that local officials’ repressive governance is determined by political threats

from two directions: threats from intra-elite conflicts, namely elite purges; and

threats from mass protests themselves. My findings are two-fold. Firstly, I find

scale effects in local repression, which means elite purges incentivize local officials to

strengthen repression of protests that entail greater threat while tolerate less threat-

ening ones, I theorize such a relation as a selective repression mechanism. It indicates

threat scales of protests are major predictors of repression occurrence. Secondly, I

find perception effects in local repression :patron-connected officials exercise more

pronounced selective repression mechanism due to perception of greater threat of

purges. I propose that patron-client networks work as media to amplify or shrink

the selective repression mechanism.

In this study, I analyze a selective repression model where elite purges in the local-

ity and threat scales of mass protests shape local officials’ repression. To investigate

empirically, I test this model by examining the case of China, using a unique labor

protest dataset, China Labor Bulletin, and a two-way fixed effects model that exploits

temporal variation in regime purges across 327 Chinese prefectures from 2011-2018.

China has witnessed the paradox of skyrocketing social movements and consolidated

authoritarian rule. China’s ongoing anti-corruption purges target potential local and

central rivals of Xi Jinping rather than a genuine cleaning of corruption, providing

a chance to investigate the role of elite purges in authoritarian survival and local

officials’ behaviors (Zhu and Zhang, 2017; Nathan, 2017).

I find that in Chinese contexts, growing pressures of elite purges incentivize lo-

cal officials to increase the likelihood of repressing threatening labor protests while

tolerating low-profile ones. Specifically, if the city is under purge,3 the probabil-

3 Purges mean city officials are announced to be investigated by the higher-level authority. City of-
ficials imply the city-level heads and lower-level government bureaucrats under the jurisdiction. Usu-
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ity of repressing protests with 100-1000 (middle-scale) participants and more than

1000 (large-scale) participants will increase by 0.4 and 0.5, respectively, compared to

those with less than 100 participants (small-scale). Similarly, given the local purge

condition, the probability of repression of protests demanding wages, which are per-

ceived as less threatening, will reduce by 0.117-0.127, compared to those with social

rights demands. Regarding local officials’ perceptions of threats, patron-connected

local officials show stronger selective repression: they increase probabilities of re-

pression of middle-scale protests by 0.463 and large-scale ones by 0.591 compared

to unconnected officials. These patron-connected officials decrease the probability of

repressing protests demanding wages by 0.161, compared to unconnected officials.

These findings support the theory that both bottom-up and top-down political

threats motivate local officials to develop a sophisticated selective repression mecha-

nism. The theoretical contributions of this study corroborate extant research on bu-

reaucratic layer designs and the logic of center-local governing in a multilevel govern-

ment, which is a so-called “sandwich strategy” (Fox, 1993; Huang et al., 2019). This

paper’s arguments join a series of theoretical works on the rise of violence (Fearon,

1995), political accountability and bureaucracy (Persson et al., 1997). Therefore, it

contributes to the literature on authoritarian rule in comparative politics by high-

lighting how middle-level political control works in autocracy, a point that is largely

neglected in the existing efforts to explain the logic of authoritarian single-party rule

(Svolik, 2012; Geddes et al., 2018). In addition, this study illustrates an institutional

dynamic of state repression in undemocratic settings, contributing to the debate on

state violence (Besley and Persson, 2011; Svolik, 2013). Finally, this paper analyzes

mass protests and repression during regime purges in an authoritarian regime. This

approach is in line with the literature on subnational violence and conflicts (Aas Rus-

ally, the targets of China’s anti-corruption campaign are lower-level “flies” whose official rank is less
than the deputy ministerial or deputy provincial level. Local-level officials account for 90% of total
purges. See http://www.chinafile.com/infographics/visualizing-chinas-anti-corruption-campaign.
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tad et al., 2011; Zhukov et al., 2017), supplying more empirical evidence to validate

general theories.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. I theorize the framework

of the selective repression model in Section 1.2 to generate testable propositions.

I sketch the Chinese context in Sections 3.1 before introducing the data for the

empirical implication and describe the strategy to be employed in Sections 3.2 and

3.3. In Section 3.4, I present the results of empirical analysis and robustness checks.

In Section 3.6, I discuss the mechanisms of the theory and extensions. By way of

conclusion, I draw broader implications in Section 4.

1.2 Theory

Popular protests are a main threat to political stability. In authoritarian regimes

where state coercive powers overwhelm civil society, both autocrats and local offi-

cials choose to repress rather than co-opt in the face of mass protests (Chen et al.,

2016; Fu, 2017). In this type of regime, civil society is too weak to mobilize unrest

threatening authoritarian rule so repression works as the dominant strategy for lead-

ers to exercise political control. In such a regime type, both national and local leaders

choose between repression or toleration to address mass protests while protesters ei-

ther continue protests or withdraw. A typical case of this kind of non-cooperating

interaction is the ongoing anti-extradition protests in Hong Kong.

Political outcomes of mass protests There are two types of protests in authori-

tarian regimes. The first kind demands something related to the regime’s interests,

so they are regarded as threatening. For example, civil protests demanding suffrage,

social rights and democracy in autocracy will be regarded as a potential challenge

to authoritarian rule, although they hardly overthrow the autocrat. Demands of

the second kind is less related to the regime’s interests so they are perceived as

less threatening and autocrats tend to ignore them. For example, laid-off workers
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demanding wages are less threatening to the regime compared to the first kind. I

define the first kind as threatening protests and the second kind as less threatening.

Autocrats and local officials have different preferences in terms of how to deal with

mass protests. Autocrats tend to only repress protests that are threatening while

tolerating those are less threatening, because high-profile protests are dangerous to

authoritarian rule and have to be shut down. But petty ones are mostly harmless

to the central autocrat. Petty protests work as a pressure valve to release grievance,

and they also work as fire alarm for autocrats to monitor local officials. In this sense,

they are helpful. Additionally, It would be extremely costly to repress all protests

including petty ones.

On the contrary, local officials prefer to repress any protests for two reasons.

First, protests would damage their career performances in terms of maintaining lo-

cal stability and then hurt their promotion prospects. Second, protests harm local

economic development and local officials’ rent-seeking (Jiang and Zeng, 2018).

Elite purges as political control Purges constitute an instrument to eliminate

potential threats within the autocrat’s inner circle (Svolik, 2012; Francois et al.,

2014; Geddes et al., 2018). The main objective of purges is to assert the leadership’s

primacy and underline the correctness of its line. The imprisonment and execution

of potential enemies within society help to intensify the atmosphere of terror at large

(Bove and Rivera, 2015). As a toolkit to consolidate power, autocrats tend to purge

disloyal local officials and use the terror to incentivize non-purged local officials to

comply with autocrats’ policies (Egorov and Sonin, 2011; Zakharov, 2016).

There are two policy consequences of purges in local politics. Purges create terror

among audiences and reinforce non-purged local officials to comply with autocrats’

orders, to signal their loyalty. It is expected that local officials will (1) strengthen

policies where they share the same interests with autocrats; (2) change policies that

contradict autocrats and comply with autocrats’ policies. In regard to mass protests,
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these two consequences produce selective repression: local officials tend to strengthen

repression of threatening protests but decrease repression of less threatening ones.

The selective repression mechanism also depends on local officials’ perception

of purges. I argue that patron-connected officials conduct more radical selective

repression than others. Patron-connections 4 intensify officials’ selective repression

in two ways. First, if officials belong to enemy factions, autocrats are more likely to

purge them. Second, if officials are in the autocrat’s faction, they are more closely

monitored by autocrats so they are incentivized to comply with autocrat’s policies

more actively for fear of purges.

My theory of selective repression suggests that elite purges from autocrats will

force local officials to change responses to mass protests. Specifically, local officials

will strengthen repression of threatening protests while tolerate less threatening ones,

which is because they want to comply with autocrats’ preferences to signal loyalty.

In addition, patron-connected officials and those who observe more purges perceive

stronger pressure and exercise radical selective repression. Also, selective repression

is a valuable signal of loyalty only when autocrats are uninformed of local political

environments.

4 Generally, in this study, elite purges are defined as the irregular removal of subnational officials by
their supervisors. To simplify the analyses, I focus on two-layer governments, where the supervisor
is regarded as “autocrat,” even if they are not the supreme leader of the regime. According to the
fact that local officials are responsible for their supervisors one-layer-up, I define patron-connections
as the local officials have loyalty-based or rent-based connections with their direct supervisors
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2

Formal Model

I introduce a formal model, incorporating several stylized features of authoritarian

political hierarchies relevant to this article’s research question. This model seeks to

reflect local officials’ trade-offs of repression during elite purges and the circumstances

that repression become the optimal choice of local officials.

The game takes the form of a standard signaling game with two signals: the

autocrat is informed or uninformed. An informed autocrat knows whether local of-

ficials are connected to factions. But it is not guaranteed that autocrats know local

officials’ factions precisely, so I define informed autocrats as who are very likely to

identity whether his subordinate officials are involved with factional politics. Un-

informed autocrats have little information of local officials’ factions and therefore,

elite purges are more costly: autocrats exert more effort to distinguish connected

local officials from the others during purges. In this model, autocrats’ types are

proxy of patron-clientelism: I argue that informed autocrats indicate local officials

are patron-connected since autocrats know about local officials under these two sce-

narios and vice versa. Therefore, autocrats’ types provide an equivalent measure

of whether local officials are patron-connected in my model. One point to notice is
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that only autocrats know about local officials but local officials cannot learn about

autocrats reversely within the patron-client relation, since higher level leaders’ circles

are closed to lower ones.

There are two players: the central government (autocrat) and the local govern-

ment (local officials). The two-level government is an abstraction of the multilayer

system. Since regime purges are initiated from the center diffusing to localities, I

abstract the game to center-local interactions for simplicity, although provincial lead-

ers conduct some regime purges within their jurisdictions. Therefore, autocrats only

mean they are supervisors of lower level local officials.

The model consists of two actors, an autocrat (A) and local officials (L). The

game begins with Nature drawing a type of autocrat, who is informed with prob-

ability θ and uninformed with probability 1 ´ θ. Local officials are responsible for

conducting repression. Informed autocrats observe local officials’ repression of mass

protests with probability p. I assume informed autocrats the highest chance of gain-

ing local officials’ loyalty via purges πs, but not assuming they always win outright

(Singh, 2014). This also entails, however, that uninformed ones also have a chance of

winning local officials’ loyalty if repression is staged, πw after purges and φw without

purges. The solution concept is the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.

2.1 Costs, and Timing, and Payoffs

For autocrats, there exist two types of costs. First, he has to pay l for processing

purges. Second, I assume local political stability is 1 (status quo). The game proceeds

as follows: after Nature has determined the type of autocrat, the autocrat decides

whether to purge or not. The local officials then have a choice between repression

and toleration facing mass protests. After the decision, the autocrat or local officials

gain payoffs from local political stability and the game ends. The extended form of

the game is represented in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Game Tree of Central-Local Interactions in Autocracy

The structure of players’ payoffs consist of the following factors: if local officials

use state violence against citizens, they suffer a loss of stability to a proportion of π

and φ under informed and uninformed autocrat types, respectively. The rationale of

this setting lies in the fact that citizens blame local officials as they are responsible

conducting repression, and autocrats have little loss from dissent grievance that can

be ignored, especially in a hierarchical bureaucracy as repression is a local issue.

Local officials should pay r for repression as the cost of processing. If there is no

repression, I assume protesters withdraw with a probability δ, indicating the possible

payoff of local officials when they do not respond to social unrest. The autocrat is

informed about his type at the outset of the game. Both the autocrat and his local

officials know the probability distribution around θ.

The payoffs are as follows. If there is no purge and repression, it remains status

quo that autocrats maintain payoff 1 which suggests they sustain the control of

local stability, If autocrats do not purge officials but local officials engage repression

towards citizens, informed autocrats receive φs ˆ 1. Following the setting above, φ

is the loss of local officials if repressing protests. In this model, I follow the design
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of “divide coin game” where local officials’ loss φ is the payoff of autocrats. Local

officials’ loss of repression indicates their efforts to address mass protests, providing

more information about local officials’ loyalty to autocrats. Hence, φ is equivalent

to autocrats’ payoff. Since informed autocrats have relatively more information on

local officials than uninformed ones, their expense of purge is relatively lower than the

others suggesting they may more efficiently target the objects to purge. Assumption

1 provides the baseline of this model.

Assumption1: lw ą ls ą 0, πt ď 1. φt ă 1. Purges cost autocrats a pay which is

higher for uninformed types. Autocrats can gain no more than 1, the status quo of

local stability from local officials’ repression.

After purges, if no repression is staged, both type autocrats receive 1´lt, the value

of political stability minus the cost of purges. If repression occurs, informed autocrats

receive πt´lt, where πt indicates the portion that autocrats receive from local officials’

loss in repression, similar to φ that has been explained above. Autocrats hope to

gain information on local officials’ from their response, i.e. repression or toleration

towards mass protests. Then I assume informed autocrats receive more from the same

strategies than uninformed ones. Similarly, if local officials repress, the autocrats who

conduct purge gain more information than those do not.

Assumption2: πs ą φs as well as πs ą πw, πw ą φw, φs ą φw .

As for the local officials’ payoffs, they obtain δ, which is the probability that

mass protesters withdraw when local officials keep tolerating them. After observing

a signal of purges, their payoff for repression is p1 ´ πsq ´ r ´ πs if the autocrat is

informed and p1 ´ πwq ´ r ´ πw if he is uninformed. 1 ´ πt is the left portion of

local stability after autocrats split rents of local political stability. r is the cost of

10



repression. φ or π also should be subtracted from local officials’ payoff suggesting

local officials suffer a loss because autocrats learn about their competence and loyalty

from their reactions to mass protests, In this regard, local officials lose benefits of

private information to some extent.

For both autocrats and local officials, the prerequisite that motivates them to

repress mass protests is that they should gain profits from such state violence. If

not, the players will never use repression even if local officials are under the threat

of purges. Both players should hold the belief that they will gain benefits once local

repression are employed. Therefore if uninformed autocrats purge local officials, they

ascertain that local officials’ reactions will be profitable to him.

Assumption3: π ą 1´r
2

. Both local officials and autocrats should benefit from local

repression

2.2 Equilibria

To start, suppose at the status quo, the local officials will repress citizens when

φs ă
1´r´δ

2
, which is the threshold over which they will repress under an informed

autocrat’s purges. Conversely, they will never repress if φw ą 1´r´δ
2

. They are

indifferent when q˚ “ δ`r`p2φw´1q
2pφw´φsq

. One obvious pooling equilibrium is that neither

local official represses citizens if no purges are forthcoming, as both types gain the

best payoff 1. This scenario suggests that the autocrat may monitor local officials

via other channels, so local officials play a pure strategy of non-repression. Now if

q ą q˚, local officials’ strategy after no purges is always to repress. The autocrat’s

best response will depend on his payoffs if he deviates and purges as well as the

local officials’ beliefs off the equilibrium path. An informed autocrat deviates when

πs´ ls ą φs, that is when the purge’s net benefit is higher than waiting for observing

11



local officials’ loyalty from autonomous repression. Similarly, an uninformed autocrat

deviates when πw ´ lw ą φw. The equilibrium holds if p ą p˚, i.e., repression is

forthcoming conditional on the local officials’ beliefs at that information set. If local

officials were to not repress after purges, the incentives to deviate for uninformed

types would be greater. A pooling equilibrium on purges also exists in which the

conditions above are reversed. Substantively, these equilibria are difficult to sustain,

as we know that uninformed types have difficulty being able to afford the purges.

Proposition1: If autocrats do not purge local officials and then local officials do

not repress citizens, this status quo is a PBE with the strategy profile Sp1 “ p„

purge|S;„ purge|W q, p„ repress| „ purge;„ repress|purgeq constitutes a PBE. Con-

versely a pooling equilibrium exists in pure strategies when local officials always re-

press. If πw ´ lw ą φw. all types purge and Sp2 “ ppurge|S; purge|W q, prepress| „

purge; repress|purgeq is a PBE

The separating equilibrium displays a similar dynamic. The only separation that

can be sustained is one where all informed types purge. In this scenario, local of-

ficials always choose to repress after non-purge, when they believe they face the

uninformed autocrat. After purges, knowing they face the informed autocrat, they

will not repress.

Proposition2: Local officials always repress under uninformed autocrats, who will

not deviate if πw ´ lw ă φw. They do not repress facing the most informed type,

for whom purge is a dominant strategy when πs ´ ls ă φs. Under this conditions,

the strategy profile Ss “ ppurge|S;„ purge|W q, p„ repress|purge; repress| „ purgeq

constitutes a PBE

Substantively, pooling and separating equilibria are difficult to sustain primarily
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because uninformed types, by definition, cannot always afford purges. However,

one could expect that some uninformed types are still sufficiently capable and have

enough resources to purge, which is not possible for the most uninformed types.

With this intuition in mind, an interesting semi-separating equilibrium emerges in

which uninformed types mix between purge and not purge, but informed types always

choose purges.

Consider the local officials’ strategy after observing a non-purge. Since the most

uninformed types are forced to separate themselves, local officials choose to repress.

On the other hand, after witnessing a purge, always repressing is not an option: local

officials face the most informed types against whom they have a higher probability

of altering threats to the autocrat. They either choose not to mix. Never repress-

ing is only possible if p˚ ą 1, which produces a razor-edge pooling equilibrium on

expansion, which we discussed earlier. Given that local officials are facing at least

some uninformed types against whom they may want to launch repression, mixing is

an option, and the uninformed leader will induce them to use a mixing strategy by

purging with a certain probability. He mixes in such a way that makes local officials

indifferent between repression or not after purges or

tpπw ´ lwq ` p1´ tqp1´ lwq “ φw

t˚ “
1´ φw ´ lw

1´ πw

Where t is the probability that local officials engage repression after witnessing a

purge and t˚ is the value of t that makes the uninformed autocrat indifferent between

purges or not purges. Now the autocrat wants to make sure he mixes between purges

and non-purges in such a way that it makes the local officials indifferent between

repression and accepting the status quo. Since after observing a signal the local

officials know they are dealing with more informed types—either informed types

13



or uninformed types who can afford purges—the local officials update their beliefs

according to Bayes’ rule:

p “
θ

θ ` p1´ θqβ

β denotes the probability that an uninformed type will purge. Knowing this, local

officials will be indifferent between repressing or not after purges when

ppp1´ πsq ´ r ´ πsq ` p1´ pqpp1´ πwq ´ r ´ πwq “ 0

β˚ “
θp2πs ´ 1` rq

p1´ θqp1´ 2πw ´ rq

If the costs to the uninformed type are higher than his benefit of purges if repression

are not forthcoming after purges, t˚ goes negative, meaning that uninformed types

no longer mix. But given lw is large enough, it is possible to make t P p0, 1q which is

intuitive. Since 1 ´ φw ă 1 ´ πw, we need 1 ´ φw ą lw ą πw ´ φw. In other words,

for the autocrat to mix, his expected utility needs to be greater than what he would

obtain if local officials always repress after purges. He needs to benefit from the local

officials’ mixing strategy to have an incentive to purge.

As for β, it is also bound between 0, and 1 provided the costs of repression are not

too low. This, however, is impossible given that autocrats face more informed types

after a purge, and costs will be low. When β P p0, 1q, r P p1´2πs, 1´2πwq. Intuitively,

β decreases the costs of repression decrease. It decreases as the probability that the

uninformed type succeed in discerning local officials’ loyalty, πw increases. Both of

these elements make local officials less likely to repress.

Proposition3: A semi-separating equilibrium exists in which the most uninformed

types reveal themselves by not purging, but both informed types and uninformed types

who can afford to purge do so. For β˚ P p0, 1q,
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strategy profile Sss “ ppurge|S; purge|W if β˚,„ purge if not β˚q,

p„ repress|purge. if t˚, repress|purge. if not t˚; repress| „ purgeq constitutes a PBE

The derivative of β regarding πw proves that the increases in the probability that

an uninformed autocrat wins local officials’ loyalty will increase β˚, the mixed strat-

egy the autocrat designed to make local officials indifferent towards repression and

keeping silent (status quo) (see equation 2.1. Notice the assumption 3) However, this

requires local officials have enough powers to repress under uninformed autocrats—a

credible threat to the autocrat. What does affect β systematically are the costs of

launching repression for the local officials. As expected, increases in costs have a

positive impact on β, although the effect is nonlinear and diminishes as costs in-

crease. As a consequence, when uninformed autocrats’ costs of purges, the threshold

of mixing strategies increases.

Bβ

Bπw
“
θp2πs ´ 1` rq

1´ θ
¨

2

p1´ r ´ 2πwq2
(2.1)

The insights from the semi-pooling equilibrium can be seen more precisely in figure

2.2. Without loss of generality, it illustrates that under an average context (r “

0.3, πs´ “ 0.7, θ “ 0.5 ), autocrats will be more likely to purge local officials as they

learn more about local situations when their likelihoods of winning local officials’

loyalty is less than a critical value (0.35). But after the cutoff point value, more

information will not increase the autocrat’s benefits from purges so that they have

no incentive to purge more (possibly, purging too many agents might backfire the

autocrats’ control). But if autocrats are informed enough of local agents’ types, they

will decrease purges since they do not fear potential coups and rivals from ruling

coalitions when they believe they already receive his agents’ loyalty.

Therefore, figure 2.2 indicates how autocrats change their purges given different

information of local officials. As a consequence, this the semi-pooling equilibrium
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Note: X-axis is πw and y-axis is ∆β. This figure parameterizes equation 2.1, with parameter:
θ “ 0.5, πs “ 0.7, r “ 0.3. A caveat: the boundary of ∆β is 1. I do not indicate the boundary for
illustration.

Figure 2.2: Parametrization of β and πw

drawn from Proposition 3 suggests that local officials will fear of purges extremely

when their patrons are investigated or they are connected to higher-level patrons.

Under this context, the autocrat has not enough information of local officials but not

too little neither. So, the autocrat’s doubts make local officials really dangerous and

fearful.

This formal model formalizes the theory of selective repression introducing the

criteria for which local officials decide whether to engage in repression when observing

both mass protests and autocrat purges. Through three propositions, I argue that

the decision-making of elite purge depends on the effectiveness of purges as well as

its costs. For local officials, they decide to repress mass protests as a response to

intensifying pressures from the autocrat conditional on the threat of mass protests

and their perception of purges.
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3

Empirical Implications

3.1 Anti-corruption and Labor Protests in China

In Chinese contexts, scholars have identified multiple types of collective actions

among which labor disputes dominate statistically. For example, Zhang and Pan

(2019)’s CASM-China 1 dataset finds one-third of unrest related to labor disputes.

40% Wickedonna data 2 are labor disputes all 67,502 events. 17% of WiseNews 3

are about labor disputes out of total collective events from both newspapers and

social media. Local officials are responsible for addressing labor disputes, providing

1 Collective action from social media (CASM) is a system that uses convolutional neural networks
on image data and recurrent neural networks with long short-term memory on text data in a two-
stage classifier to identify social media posts about offline collective action. CASM-China collects
more than 100,000 collective action events from 2010 to 2017 in China’s social media.

2 Wickedonna data set created by activists Yuyu Lu and Tingyu Li. Between June 2013 and June
2016, Lu and Li gathered a daily list of protests in China from social media reports on Sina Weibo,
Tencent Weibo, Qzone, and other online platforms, and they published this list on their blog. Each
protest is associated with many related social media texts, images, and sometimes videos. In total,
the Wickedonna data set contains 67,502 protests described by 240,521 text-based posts and 233,288
images and videos. The Wickedonna data set has informed spatiotemporal resolution. Still, we do
not know Lu and Li’s methodology for gathering these data or their criteria for inclusion.

3 WiseNews is a data set of collective action events we generate by applying CASM on a corpus of
more than 1,500 major Chinese, Hong Kong, and Taiwan newspapers from the WiseNews database
(Shao, 2017). In addition to newspapers, the WiseNews database also contains social media data
from WeChat, another social networking site in China.
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a chance to examine the selective repression mechanism.

I consider two measures of threats of labor protests: scale and demand type.

Both political and sociological studies on social movements have claimed scale of

mass protests as a primary source of threat (Tarrow, 2013). In Chinese contexts,

plentiful research has proved that the authoritarian government is sensitive to large-

scale collective action (Chen et al., 2016). Both the autocrat and local officials regard

putting down large-scale protests as a “hard target.” (Fu, 2017; Landry et al., 2018)

Chinese workers protest for two major demands: wages and rights. Unpaid workers

assembling to pressure employers are less threatening to the regime. But workers

demanding social and civil rights target the government and express dissent towards

authority. They are regarded as a threat to the regime (Gallagher, 2017).

Corruption has been a bigger problem for authoritarian China since its economic

liberalization and administrative decentralization in the 1980s (Manion, 2004). The

anti-corruption campaign initiated by Xi Jinping since 2012, purging a total of

350,000 officials for corruption by October 2017, 4 is the first time that the CCP

uses routine anti-corruption investigations as a tool to consolidate political order.

Specialist agencies installed across all administrative divisions, especially Discipline

Inspection Committees (DIC) are the leading anti-corruption organizations (Zhu and

Zhang, 2017). Because the upper-level organizations investigate officials, political

principals usually use enforcement of routine anti-corruption to punish subordinates

who are disloyal or incompetent (Xi et al., 2018). As a consequence, anti-corruption

has not only consolidated the autocrat’s authority but also created terror among

local officials.

Following the formal model and theory elaborated above, anti-corruption cam-

paign, as elite purges, force local officials to exercise selective repression. Specifically,

Chinese local officials tend to conduct stronger repression of protests with more par-

4 See http://news.xinhuanet.com/mrdx/2017-10/21/c 136695470.htm(accessed July 30, 2019)
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ticipants and those demanding social rights compared to those with fewer participants

and with wage demands. Patron-connected officials perceive more intense pressure

than do others so they exercise radical selective repression.

Hypothesis 1 (scale effect): When the city is under a purge environment, local

officials reduce repression of small-scale and wage-related labor protests, but increase

repression of large-scale and social rights-related ones.

Hypothesis 2 (perception effect): Patron-connected local officials exercise radi-

cal selective repression under the purge environment, which means they repress large-

scale and social rights-related labor protests more severely but are more tolerant of

small-scale and wage-related ones.

3.2 Data

China Labour Bulletin. I collect data on strikes mostly from the China Labor

Bulletin (CLB), a non-governmental organization based in Hong Kong. Since its

start in 1994, CLB has evolved into an influential organization that supports the

development of trade unions in China and the enforcement of China’s labor laws.

It has endeavored to collect data about strikes that take place in Mainland China

since 2007. The CLB website has released its complete collection of strikes since 2011,

with detailed information on the timing, location, employers involved, industry, scale,

worker action, and government responses for each event. Since the anti-corruption

campaign was initiated in 2012, the timing of CLB covers the period of my interest.

I supplement CLB with CASM data to validate the results in Section 3.6, to rule out

the possibility that local repression changes are due to the growth of total protest

numbers instead of labor protests alone.

Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the comparisons across two data sources. The indepen-

dent variable Threat consists of two variables: Demand Type and Participants. I
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code participants of protests into three categories: fewer than 100 people (small-

scale), 100-1000 people (middle-scale), and more than 1000 people (large-scale). I

observe 6883 protests of fewer than 100 participants, 1858 cases of 100-1000 partic-

ipants, and 357 with more than 1000 people involved. Demand Type is a dichoto-

mous indicator: there are 1513 protests demanding social rights and 6587 protests

demanding wages. 5

Anti-corruption data. I use data on purged officials in each city from the Tencent

database, including numbers, ranks, and time. This database is the most comprehen-

sive public database on China’s corruption investigations. It synthesizes information

from official statistics at all levels of government and all branches (Wang and Dick-

son, 2018). Figure 3.2 shows the geographical variation of anti-corruption purges

and repression across prefectures. Figure 3.1(b) illustrates the parallel timing pat-

terns between the height of anti-corruption purges and labor protests from the CLB

dataset.

Political connections data. I define connections for these city-level heads as have

patronage networks with any provincial leader (Chinese Communist Party [CCP]

secretary or governor by adopting the data from Chinese Political Elite Database

(CPED), 6 which provides a novel measure of connections among city CCP secre-

taries, mayors, provincial sectaries, governors, and the Politburo Standing Commit-

tee of the CCP.

Alternative to repression. To rule out the possibility that local officials respond

5 According to my fieldwork (HN1995, GD2013 HN1002, JX2012), 100 participants is a threshold
for local officials to define ”collective actions” and when protests escalate to be more than 100
participants, the higher-level governments might intervene. While collective actions with more
than 1000 participants will become a nationwide incident where local officials should be responsible
for both provincial and national leaders.

6 Chinese Political Elite Database (CPED) is the large biographical database that contains exten-
sive demographic and career information of over 4,000 key city, provincial and national leaders in
China since the late 1990s. It is maintained and developed by Jiang (2018).
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to labor protests with alternative approaches to repression. In Section 3.6, I exam-

ine whether local responsiveness to the masses, including labor, changes during elite

purges. The Local Government Policy Priorities Dataset (LGPPD) developed by

Jiang and Zeng (2018) reports relative proportions of a variety of policy topics esti-

mated from the full-text Local Government Work Reports using LDA topic model.7

Government Work Reports (GWRs) are an important form of formal communication

between the Chinese government and the legislative body at the same level. They

provide a comprehensive summary of major achievements in the past and future pol-

icy plans, and need to be discussed and formally approved by the legislature through

a formal vote.

Citizens may choose formal channels rather than protests to voice their demands,

and if so, local officials’ repression of protests might be affected by formal petitions.

Therefore, I use the online petitions from China’s largest electronic petition platform

collected by Jiang et al. (2019), to account for the differential repression across cities.

The descriptive statistics of variables are illustrated in Table 3.1.

7 See (Jiang et al., 2019) for details about the procedures and topic contents.
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(a) CASM and CLB comparison (b) Timing of purges and CLB protests

Note: 75% CLB events are covered by CASM. CASM shows parallel temporal
trends as CLB. The left figure shows that CLB data shares a similar pattern
with the CASM-China events. Therefore, CLB data captures the timing trends
of the Chinese collective actions universe. Specifically, both datasets reached
temporary peaks at the same time in most collective action bursts. The right
figure shows that labor protests and purges mostly happened during the same
period. Specifically, both purges and labor protests rose significantly during
2013-2016, which makes it reasonable to hypothesize that two factors were cor-
related under the mechanism as my theory indicates.
Figure 3.1: Timing Patterns between Protests Sources and Purges

Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics

Variable Description Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Response 1=repression, 0=otherwise 10738 0.22 0.41 0 1
Firm type 1=SOE, 0=otherwise 10738 0.10 0.30 0 1
Protest type 1=conventional, 2=disruptive, 3=violent 9375 2.49 0.50 1 3
Participants 1=ă 100, 2=100-1000, 3=ą 1000 9098 1.28 0.53 1 3
Demand type 0=rights, 1=wage 8100 0.81 0.39 0 1
Mean rank mean ranks of purged officials 6698 4.05 4.19 0 9
Total purges number of total purged officials 6698 41.67 40.65 0 260
Annual purges number of annual purges 6698 18.66 21.67 0 125
Monthly purge number of monthly purges 6698 1.59 2.75 0 50
Petitions number of petitions from city forum 6384 36.00 179.94 0 4068
CASM protests number of protests in cities from CASM 1541 63.87 80.55 1 770
Connection 1=city leaders connected to provincial leaders, 0=otherwise 4959 0.68 0.47 0 1
Social Responsiveness proportions of social topics in GWRs 3017 0.072 0.0261 0 0.255
Political Responsiveness proportions of political topics in GWRs 3017 0.061 0.014 0 0.122
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Note: the left figure shows the geographical variations of the log num-
ber of purges during 2011-2018. The right figure displays the local
variation of labor protest intensity. Both figures show that purges
and labor unrest cluster mainly in eastern and middle and southern
China. The correlations of two makes it interesting to examine how
they are correlated.

Figure 3.2: Geographical Variation of Purges and Labor Protests

3.3 Empirical Strategy

The main estimation framework to examine Hypothesis (1) is a two-way fixed effects

model with the following specification:

Repressioni,c,t “ β1Purgec,t´1`β2Threati`β3Purgec,t´1¨Threati`Ziβ4`αc`τt`εi,c,t

(3.1)

where i, c, and t index labor protest event, city and month respectively. The de-

pendent variable is the local government’s response to the labor protest, measured

by a binary value where 1 indicates repression and 0 toleration. The independent

variable Purge is a binary indicator that takes the value of 1 if there is any purge

that happened in the city in the month t ´ 1. I set the independent variable of

one month lapse to analyze the effect of purges substantially influencing government

repression.8 Covariate Threat contains the Demand type, and Participants as the

8 The choice of the lagged time is based on two reasons. First, in the height of anti-corruption,
there were several officials purged every month, local officials’ perceptions of purges will be updated
based on the latest situations, suggesting the most recent purges will be a credible signal of pressure.
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measure of labor protest threats. Z is a covariate of labor protest characteristics. I

include Protest type, Firm type and Industry type9 because the objects of protests

may influence the government decision-making of repression. α and τ are the city

and time fixed effects to control the temporal patterns and geographical variations

of labor collective disputes. ε is the idiosyncratic error terms.

Equation 3.1 estimates a linear probability model rather than a logit model.

There are two reasons for the choice: first, linear probability model with binary

dependent variable enables me to interpret the estimated coefficients as probability

changes directly, and the interaction term coefficient is readily interpretable; second,

linear probability generally relies on two assumptions that the estimations should be

limited to the range between 0 and 1 and the standard errors should be adjusted

due to heteroscedasticity. I check the estimations and include robust standard errors

clustered to cities to meet these assumptions. I also compare the results from a linear

probability model and the logit model and there is no significant difference.

To examine Hypothesis (2), I subset the sample by whether local officials are con-

nected to provincial leaders, who are in charge of city-level purges and use equation

3.1 to estimate the differences between two subsets.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Scale Effects

Table 3.2 presents the scale effects. I begin with the most parsimonious model

that includes only the purge indicator and the three sets of fixed effects, and then

Second, my personal interviews with local officials suggest that they are quite sensitive to any
changes in their locality, and a recent shock will result in behavior changes (HN1996). Extensions
of different lag/lead specification are discussed in the next section on the heterogeneity of purges.

9 Protest objects in CLB: 14% in transportation industry, 31% in manufacturing industry, 32% in
construction industry, 10% in service industry, 4% in eduction, 3% in mining industry and 2.8% in
retails. 51% protests are disruptive, including harassments without violent conflicts, and 48% are
violent.
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incrementally add interactions in the next four models. I use two types of fixed

effects. For columns (1) (3) (5), I control city and month fixed effects to absorb

variations of dependent variable across months and cities. For columns (2) (4) (6), I

control city-year fixed effects. The results from column 2 to 6 consistently show that

threat scales of protests have a large, positive, and statistically significant effect on

the likelihood of repression. Focusing on Model 3, the coefficient estimate suggests

that observing purges in the previous month, local officials will decrease repression of

wage-related protests by 0.117 compared to social rights-related ones. Model 5 shows

that compared to small-scale protests, local officials are 40% and 49% more likely to

repress middle-scale and large-scale ones, respectively. Model 7 provides a reference

from the logit model. The interpretation of logit model agrees with linear probability

models. Middle-scale and large-scale protests are robust predictors of increasing

repression across models, suggesting local officials are sensitive to collective action,

supporting previous research (Chen et al., 2016).

Table 3.2: Selective Repression of Protests with Different Threats

Linear Probability Model Logit Model
Dependent Variable (repression) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
purge 0.0107 0.00852 0.105*** 0.111*** -0.103*** -0.102*** 0.0652

[0.0153] [0.0203] [0.0258] [0.0283] [0.0142] [0.0181] [0.114]
100´ 1000 participants 0.454*** 0.468*** 0.452*** 0.465*** 0.197*** 0.200*** 2.538***

[0.0163] [0.0176] [0.0164] [0.0177] [0.0284] [0.0335] [0.102]
ą 1000 participants 0.699*** 0.700*** 0.699*** 0.701*** 0.405*** 0.379*** 4.023***

[0.0240] [0.0249] [0.0236] [0.0250] [0.0439] [0.0531] [0.221]
wage demand -0.0379** -0.0428*** 0.0374 0.0425* -0.0296** -0.0341** -0.279**

[0.0152] [0.0164] [0.0231] [0.0250] [0.0150] [0.0160] [0.113]
purge ˆ wage demand -0.117*** -0.127***

[0.0263] [0.0289]
purge ˆ100´ 1000 participants 0.404*** 0.405***

[0.0329] [0.0368]
purge ˆ ą 1000 participants 0.491*** 0.502***

[0.0472] [0.0542]
Constant 0.0103 -0.0291 -0.0504 -0.0879 0.0942 0.0769 -5.683***

(0.0640) (0.0619) (0.0702) (0.0710) (0.0831) (0.0832) (0.877)
Observations 7,806 7,362 8,036 7,587 9,033 8,580 7,563
Adjusted R-squared 0.256 0.250 0.086 0.074 0.297 0.288
City FE X X X X
Month FE X X X X X X X
City-Year FE X X X
Event controls X X X X X X X
Number of Cities 323 315 324 316 327 318 292
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

Figure 3.3 displays the interaction terms to illustrate the effects (Hainmueller
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Note: left panel shows when protesters’ demands grow from small to large, the

marginal effects of purges on local officials’ repression grow from negative val-

ues to positive indicating “selective repression.” The right panel shows when

demanding social rights, protesters are much more likely to be repressed com-

pared to wage-related protests. The bar is the density of each category, and the

red bars show the portions under treatments (purges)
Figure 3.3: Marginal Effects of Purges on Repression

et al., 2019). It is noticeable that the marginal effects of elite purges on local officials’

repression increase from below zero to 0.8 when participant scales of protests escalate

from small to large. It says that given the effects of purges, local officials will exert

a selective repression pattern. Similarly, when protesters demand social rights, they

are 15% more likely to be repressed under purge environments, but they are around

3% less likely to be repressed when demanding wages.

3.4.2 Perception Effects

Table 3.3 displays perception effects on repression. Table 3.3 compares the patron-

connected officials with the others. Results indicate that connected officials are 46.3%

and 59.1% more likely to repress middle and large-scale protests respectively, com-

pared to officials who are not connected. Connected officials are 16.1% less likely to

repress wage-related protests compared to others. Statistically significant differences

between connected and other officials illustrate that local officials with patron con-

nections are more sensitive to pressures, exercising radical selective repression. These
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interpretations demonstrate heterogeneous characteristics of officials affect their in-

stitutional behaviors. The results help substantiate my theoretical arguments. The

significant behavioral difference between local officials provides a chance to detect

local officials’ loyalty, which is precisely the purpose of autocrat’s purge. Political

radicalism will be a signal of political vulnerability (Kung and Chen, 2011).

Table 3.3: Perception Effects on Repression

Dependent Variable (repression) (1) (2)
purge 0.130*** -0.113***

[0.0478] [0.0245]
100´ 1000 participants 0.143***

[0.0320]
ą 1000 participants 0.314***

[0.0623]
purge ˆ 100´ 1000 participants 0.463***

[0.0419]
purge ˆ ą 1000 participants 0.591***

[0.0694]
wage demand 0.0114

[0.0406]
purge ˆwage demand -0.161***

[0.0492]
Constant 0.0318 0.0108

[0.184] [0.128]
Event Controls X X
City FE X X
Year FE X X
Number of Cities 288 294
Adjusted R-squared 0.049 0.297
Observations 2,427 2,801
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

3.5 Robustness Checks

Results from Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 indicate that elite purges and local officials’

patron-connections significantly affect local repression. I conduct a series of robust-

ness checks to validate the results.

As elite purges vary across jurisdictions, the intensity of purges might influence

officials’ reactions. Table A.1 and table A.2 represent the estimation results with

a binary indicator of repression as the dependent variable and aggregated purge
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numbers by one month before the protest event as well as monthly purge numbers

prior the protest as independent variables to examine how short and long term purge

intensities affect the repression. The coefficients remain significant and consistent

with the baseline results, suggesting the conclusion is robust to spatial-temporal

varying purge intensities.

One endogeneity problem of purge in the estimation is that protesters observing

more purges will increase the threats of protests. If so, selective repression could be

the consequence of increasing protests, which will bias the estimation. Therefore, I

examine whether protests and social dissents via formal petitions increase as purges

grow using data from CASM and petition data. Table ?? shows that both total

protest numbers and labor-related petitions have no significant or positive effects on

purge, nor perception effects exist. therefore, it is safe to argue that elite purges

hardly affect labor protest frequency and threat levels.

The perception effect may be due to the heterogeneous differences between con-

nected and unconnected officials, i.e. connected officials are more likely to be ap-

pointed in the city with more protests. If so, it is possible that local connected

officials’ radical selective repression stems from severe political instability rather

than connection itself. Table A.4 tests the balances between connected officials’

cities and unconnected ones. The two group cities remain balanced in socioeconomic

characteristics, and protests in each group cities also have no significant differences.

Therefore, I rule out the possibility that city and protest features affect perception

effects among connected officials.

It is possible that local officials who conduct radical selective repression enjoy

higher local state capacity compared to others (Edin, 2003; Acemoglu et al., 2015). If

so, the repression is constrained by state capacity instead of the hypotheses examined

above. Table A.5 illustrates that government sizes and revenue growth have no

significant change when purges come.
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3.6 Mechanisms

Perception effects. To further investigate perception effects, I examine whether

local officials change general governing behaviors given patron connections. I use

the proportions of social development topics and political topics in GWRs as the

measure of local officials’ policy priorities. Figure 3.4 displays the dynamic effects of

patron connections. Prior to purges, patron connections have no significant effects

on local officials’ public goods provision or political loyalty expressions. But during

local purge environments, local officials significantly invest more attention in showing

political loyalty to the regime, where lowering the resources invested in public good

provision once they are connected to patrons. Such polarized behaviors show that

risk-averse local officials strategically redistribute limited resources and attention to

show loyalty to the regime to avoid purges. These findings show that elites have

to consolidate their winning coalitions during the crisis period (De Mesquita et al.,

2005). Patron connections in these contexts have adverse effects on local governance,

which is in line with extant research (Stokes et al., 2013; Geddes et al., 2018; Wang,

2019).

Another reason lies in the fact that patron connections play a central role in

political selection in authoritarian regimes. Since patron-connected officials enjoy

an advantage in career promotions, they are relatively immature compared to their

cohorts. Table A.6 indicates that connected officials are younger and more inexperi-

enced than others. The lack of political experience partially explains why they tend

to be more radical and fearful facing purges. This explanation supports previous

studies on political radicalism and resource misallocation in democratic and author-

itarian regimes, showing the adverse effect of patron connections in improving local

governance (Aslund, 1994; Besley and Burgess, 2002; Kung and Chen, 2011).The

results here support that political maturity can curb political radicalness in local
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politics.

Scale effects. Possibly, purge environments induce ubiquitous governance changes

in the locality. To provide more evidence that scale effects stem from threats of mass

protests, I recode the dependent variable as a binary indicator of responsiveness and

no response to protests, respectively. Table A.7 shows that protest threats and purges

are not significant predictors of either nonresponse or response. Under purges, local

officials do not change their responsiveness and nonresponse to protests, because only

repression is a noticeable signal of loyalty, that explains why escalation of protest

threats will cause more repression.
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(a) Dynamic effect of patron connections on political loyalty
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(b) Dynamic effect of patron connections on public goods provision

Note: 3.4(a) illustrates that local officials’ political connections significantly

increase their loyalty to the autocrat, measured by proportions of related key-

words in GWRs under local purge environments. 3.4(b) displays that local

officials’ political connections significantly reduce the provision of public goods

(responsiveness) to the masses, measured by proportions of related keywords in

GWRs under local purge environments.
Figure 3.4: Dynamic Mechanism of Perception Effects

Endogeneity of Purges. Even without the influence of purges, middle and large-

scale protests are more likely to be repressed than are small-scale ones, which is

intuitive. The purge environment only intensifies this trend, by introducing greater

political fear to local officials, thereby incentivizing their loyalty or competence more

eagerly to the autocrat. But the purge itself is not likely to be exogenous in this case.

While China’s anti-corruption campaign provides a setting for testing hypotheses,
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which cities get purged and which don’t might be a highly selective issue. It will

be problematic if this is also correlated with the expected level of threat from mass

protests (for instance, cities being purged are also more likely to witness large scale

protests). Nevertheless, one characteristic of China’s anti-corruption campaign is

that it lasts a long period with very random assignment of purges, which is common

knowledge among local officials. 10

10 Interview HN1996
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4

Conclusions

This study advances a new logic of local state repression in authoritarian regimes.

I theorize that threats from both the regime and mass protests play a central role

in framing local officials’ rationale of governance and repression behaviors. The

mechanism of selective repression sheds light on how the regime uses elite purges

to hold local officials accountable for political stability, reflecting a new approach

of authoritarian political control. This study also shows a unique “elite capture”

that risk-averse local officials play strategically to exert state violence to redistribute

political resources. Under extreme pressures, patron-connections turn out to be

adverse to local officials’ political survival.

This work has three important implications. First, the formal model of “selective

repression” characterizes specific requirements for local officials to conduct repression

to maximize their likelihood of political survival. The model in this study focuses

on the cost-benefit analysis of autocrats’ purges versus local officials’ payoff from

repression. In this context, information about local politics is vital to the autocrat,

which determines the division of rents between the center and locality.

Second, in a decentralized autocracy, local governance is framed by both top-down
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and bottom-up pressures. Under elite purges, local officials will devolve the top-down

pressures to repress the masses. In this regard, elite purges might worsen local regime

stability. Third, elite purges are effective in terms of discerning local officials’ loyalty.

In my case, political radicalism and intensifying repressive behaviors may signal that

local officials are fearful. In this way, elite purges can expurge local officials who are

corrupt and disloyal. However, purges may only consolidate the autocrat’s power

temporarily because local officials neither provide more public goods nor respond to

mass protests, which finally will damage the regime’s legitimacy.

One limitation of this research is that I only account for the behavioral changes of

local officials under purge environments but do not explain the situations of “watch-

ers” i.e., the spillover effects of purges have not been investigated in this research. It

is the next step to consider how local officials watching the purges change their behav-

iors. Future work needs to consider a scenario where central-local communications

entail quite complete information, which is different from this paper’s assumptions.

If the autocrat can monitor local officials via institutional designs or ICT, the costs of

purges will diminish. Also, it is worth considering the protesters’ strategic reactions

to altering bottom-up threats.
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Appendix A

Tables

Table A.1: Long Term Effects of Purges on Repression

Dependent Variable (repression) (1) (2)
sum purges -0.000848** 0.00143***

[0.000392] [0.000319]
participants 100´ 1000 0.345***

[0.0219]
participants ą 1000 0.591***

[0.0351]
participants 100´ 1000 ˆ sum purge 0.00161***

[0.000487]
participantsą 1000 ˆ sum purge 0.00172***

[0.000633]
demand(wage) -0.00864

[0.0233]
demand(wage)ˆ sum purge -0.00202***

[0.000396]
Constant 0.0800 0.0713

[0.0919] [0.0863]
Event controls X X
City FE X X
Month FE X X
Number of cities 313 313
Adjusted R-squared 0.238 0.065
Observations 6,360 5,599
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table A.2: Short Term Effects of Purges on Repression

Dependent Variable (repression) (1) (2)
# purge -0.00884*** 0.0209***

[0.00265] [0.00635]
participants 100´ 1000 0.339***

[0.0213]
participantsą 1000 0.576***

[0.0307]
participants 100´ 1000 ˆ # purge 0.0393***

[0.00961]
participantsą 1000 ˆ # purge 0.0458***

[0.00959]
demand(wage) -0.0518**

[0.0221]
demand(wage) ˆ # purge -0.0230***

[0.00578]
Constant 0.0633 0.106

[0.0878] [0.0844]
Event controls X X
City FE X X
Month FE X X
Number of cities 309 309
Adjusted R-squared 0.247 0.063
Observations 6,360 5,599
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

Table A.3: Purge and Strategic Protests

Dependent Variable (dissents) ∆% protest ∆% petition
annual purges -0.00227 -0.00188

[0.0150] [0.00334]
connection 0.465 -0.0449

[0.646] [0.0720]
annual purges ˆ connection -0.0635* 0.00564

[0.0350] [0.00386]
City FE X X
Year FE X X
Number of cities 280 280
Adjusted R-squared 0.451 0.112
Observations 1,261 1,259
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table A.4: Heterogeneity of Connections

Variable Unconnected Connected Difference-in-means
Panel A: city-level controls

expenditure(log) 14.777 14.583 -0.019
[0.762] [0.584] [0.017]

labor size 59.330 40.552 -1.614
[62.451] [38.745] [1.277]

GDP growth 1.108 1.108 -0.001
[0.099] [0.091] [0.007]

% industry 0.490 0.505 -0.001
[0.110] [0.098] [0.003]

wage(ln) 10.722 10.656 -0.029**
[0.235] [0.251] [0.013]

gov size 0.160 0.169 -0.000
[0.189] [0.152] [0.004]

GDP growth(yr1) 111.938 111.739 -0.050
[4.474] [5.606] [0.153]

mean rank 2.241 2.263 0.157
[2.655] [2.778] [0.192]

annual purges 8.995 8.384 0.603
[15.102] [13.569] [0.957]

CASM protest 83.532 55.955 4.035
[111.548] [62.318] [4.167]

CLB protest 4.199 2.566 -0.467
[10.442] [5.742] [0.434]

Observations 1,468 4,188 6,384
Panel B: labor dispute covariates
demand type 1.791 1.782 0.040

[0.407] [0.413] [0.025]
industry 3.493 3.382 -0.070

[1.601] [1.611] [0.079]
participants 1.427 1.376 -0.054

[0.621] [0.587] [0.033]
soe 0.113 0.106 0.017

[0.316] [0.308] [0.016]
protest type 2.404 2.398 0.008

[0.495] [0.496] [0.023]
Observations 1,986 2,973 10,738
City FE X X X
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table A.5: Purges and Local State Capacity

Dependent Variable (state capacity) government size revenue growth
annual purges 0.000172 0.445

[0.000606] [0.355]
connection 0.00145 -1.281

[0.00233] [1.444]
annual purges ˆ connection 7.43e-05 -0.190

[0.000604] [0.359]
City FE X X
Year FE X X
Number of cities 280 280
Adjusted R-squared 0.706 0.268
Observations 981 981
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

Table A.6: Mechanism of Political Threats Perception

Variable Unconnected Connected Difference-in-means
msec age 52.541 51.221 -1.044***

(3.824) (3.920) (0.214)
mayor age 50.494 49.256 -1.182***

(4.224) (3.960) (0.225)
msec edu 0.522 0.544 0.099***

(0.500) (0.498) (0.032)
mayor tenure 2.657 1.360 -1.579***

(1.702) (1.458) (0.102)
msec tenure 2.732 1.572 -1.303***

(1.725) (1.568) (0.121)
mayor localtime 6.468 5.125 -1.380***

(8.820) (8.672) (0.430)
Observations 1,468 4,188 6,384
City FE X X X
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table A.7: Local Officials’ Reactions to Protests

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dependent Variable(reaction) responsiveness no response responsiveness no response
purge -0.00327 -0.00575 0.00966 -0.0426

[0.00827] [0.0147] [0.0154] [0.0282]
participants100´ 1000 -0.0135 -0.172***

[0.0150] [0.0226]
participants ą 1000 -0.0976*** -0.283***

[0.0283] [0.0390]
purge ˆparticipants100´ 1000 0.0172 -0.0334

[0.0180] [0.0235]
purge ˆ participantsą 1000 0.0410 0.0470

[0.0294] [0.0643]
demand(wage) 0.00868 0.0359*

[0.0141] [0.0215]
purgeˆ demand(wage) -0.00265 0.0309

[0.0150] [0.0280]
Constant 0.269** 0.696*** 0.547*** 0.360***

[0.126] [0.151] [0.111] [0.115]
Event Controls X X X X
City FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
Number of Cities 327 327 324 324
Adjusted R-squared 0.174 0.114 0.152 0.083
Observations 9,033 9,033 8,036 8,036
Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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